
Barcelona Llibres collections and formats

Gent de Barcelona (Barcelona People) 

Barcelona residents or individuals closely connected to the city, including high-profile figures and 
everyday people alike.

 Sub-collections:
  - Album: With considerable visual presence and power. 

 Formats:
  - 15 × 21 cm
  - 16 × 24 cm (Album sub-collection) 

Barcelona Ecologia (Barcelona Ecology)

Every aspect relating to urban environment, sustainability, urban nature and the climate-change 
emergency.

 Sub-collections: 
  - Urban Nature
  - Water Cycle

 Formats:
  - 21.5 × 25.5 cm 
  - 21 × 29.7 cm (DIN A4)

Barcelona Present i Futur (Barcelona Present and Future)

Tackling the economic, scientific, digital and social aspects, both historical and contemporary, that 
explain the city model and its metropolitan area, as well as the future perspective they describe. 

 Sub-collections:
  - Science and Research
  - Innovation and Barcelona

 Formats:
  - 16 × 24 cm
  - 21.5 × 25.5 cm

Barcelona Arquitectura i Urbanisme (Barcelona Architecture and Urban Planning)

To show the city’s urban planning lines and model and prioritise citizen knowledge of the unique 
projects and characters involved in the city’s architecture and urban planning.

 Sub-collections:
  - City of Barcelona Architecture Awards 
  - Barcelona Public Space 
  - Barcelona Architects 
  - City fragments 

 Formats:
  - 16 × 24 cm (Barcelona Architects sub-collection)
  - 21 × 29.7 cm (DIN A4) 

Barcelona Ciutat i Barris (Barcelona City and Neighbourhoods)

The history, memories and culture of the city and its neighbourhoods. Dissemination of the past and 
present of the network of associations and social organisations and movements that have left their 
mark on the city and its neighbourhoods.

 Sub-collections:
  - Barcelona History and Memory
  - Barcelona Neighbourhoods
  - Barcelona Society and Culture

 Formats:
  - 15 × 21 cm (text books)
  - 16 × 24 cm (text books with some photographs)
  - 21 × 21 cm (organisation and neighbourhood books)
  - 21.5 × 25.5 cm (books with considerable amounts of pictures)
  - 24 × 27 cm (books requiring maps and lots of graphics) —exceptional cases

Barcelona Literària (Literary Barcelona)

Barcelona’s links to its literary heritage and the city’s literary representation.

 Formats:
  - 15 × 21 cm

Barcelona en Vinyetes (Barcelona in Comic Drawings)

Introducing the graphic novel genre and comics to tell the history and stories of the city and its 
residents. 

 Sub-collections:
  - Barcelona Memory in Comic Drawings

 Formats:
  - 16 × 23 cm

Barcelona Beceroles (Barcelona Alphabet Books)

Bringing the city to very young readers through publications that are attractive both graphically and 
narratively.

 Formats: 
  - Varied formats

Darrere la Càmera (Behind the Camera)

Books with old and new photographs of the city. To appreciate the city’s transformation and its 
tradition of photographers.

 Formats: 
  - Varied formats

Arts a la Ciutat (Arts in the City)

Museum and Art Centre catalogues and editions.

 Formats: 
  - Varied formats


